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SOFTPLAY

MOBILE SOFT PLAY UNIT 
SP/700   £552.54 each
A covered trolley, overall size 690mm x 690mm x 1140mm, containing 
19 multi-coloured soft play shapes, comprising:

✓ 4 cubes 230mm x 230mm x 230mm
✓ 2 triangles 430mm x 430mm x 153mm
✓ 1 cube 305mm x 305mm x 230mm
✓ 2 C shapes 685mm x 340mm x 153mm
✓ 4 barrels 230mm x 230mm
✓ 2 wedges 685mm x 685mm x 153/75mm
✓ 2 L shapes 685mm x 495mm x 230mm
✓ 2 folding mats 685mm x 1370mm x 75mm

CASTLE WALLS
SP/001*  £544.84 set
Designed for 1-4 year olds, this is designed to promote hand / eye co-ordination.
Includes four sets of patches for picture making (shapes, man, tower and tree). 
Large wall is 1219 x 902 x 254mm, small wall is 800 x 452 x 254mm

CRISS-CROSS SET
SP/002*  £406.63 set
Designed for 1-4 year olds, this set combines playtime with the development of simple stepping and balancing 
skills. Allows children to attempt forward, side and backwards walking on raised, uneven and sloped surfaces. 
The use of a ball on the drain pipes encourages a sense of timing and pace change. Set includes a beam – 1016 
x 254 x 203mm, stepping stones 1784 x 305 x 209mm, pair of drain pipes 1016 x 254 x 330mm

WONDER WAVE
SP/003* Half wave 1524 x 1016 x 838mm  £564.28 each
SP/004* Whole wave 3048 x 1016 x 838mm  £1,120.23 each
Designed for crawling, stepping, climbing and tummy surfing especially for 1-4 year olds

MAGIC CARPET SET
SP/005*  £1,626.87 set
A huge 5.5m long softplay “carpet” fitted with hook and loop strips and pads 
which allow children to build their own structures by sticking on up to nineteen
different shapes in limitless combinations. Using the Support Pack tutors can 
carefully promote concepts such as stand, walk, over, under, push-pull, rock 
and build. All items can be purchased individually as detailed on page 138

Softplay shapes provide fun and excitement for children during the Early Learning stage of their education. The many 
shapes and colours available offer variety to their PE training and give the opportunity to practice motor skills like
balancing, crawling, rolling, striding over and jumping whilst enjoying their play. Our range of brightly coloured shapes 
are made from combustion modified high resilient foam which conforms to BS 5852 Part 2 Source 5 and are covered with 
PVC coated nylon, flame retardant to BS 5438
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SOFTPLAY

MOVE AND PLAY INDIVIDUAL ITEMS
SP/017* Steps  £175.80 each

These steps provide a wealth of linking or easy access/exit options for combination
stations. Also useful for aerobic, step-up activities or supporting head stands,
initiating rolls etc. 762 x 762 x 610mm high

 
SP/018* Mushroom  £286.83 each

This mushroom is used to develop balance, poise and strength or for shape training 
when inverted. Used as a pommel horse for double leg circles. 380 x 1015mm

 
SP/019* Banana Rocker  £227.41 each

The banana rocker is easy to climb over, crawl under, balance on or roll off. Sit 
astride and rock, or lie on back or front and rock. Use as a bridge on the floor or
between other pieces. 1195 x 610 x 455mm

 
SP/020* Wheel  £300.06 each

With this wheel the child is cushioned while oriented through backward or forward 
rolls. 380 x 1015mm diameter

 
SP/021* Cog  £302.45 each

This cog is stable when upright and useful as a training/conditioning station when 
flat. Use with the rod and wheel to create moving parts. 380 x 1040mm diameter

 
SP/022* Roll Rod  £205.59 each

A great forward and backward roll activator. It’s fun to sit astride or for developing
balance and co-ordination, ideal for developing handstands. 1220 x 480mm
diameter

MOVE AND PLAY SET
SP/016*  £1,403.99 set
Set of 6 Move and Play pieces complete with support pack. Particularly suitable for
children aged 4 to 7. This set provides the challenge of larger scale apparatus and
encourages progression. A great range for developing poise, balance and skills
instructured play and general gymnastics. Items can be purchase individually, see 
below

MAGIC CARPET INDIVIDUAL ITEMS

SP/006* Pair of arches 800 x 304 x 406mm  £210.09 pair

SP/007* Small rods 596 x 203mm dia  £119.45 pair

SP/008* Medium rod 508 x 304mm dia  £90.55 pair

SP/009* Large rods 800 x 304mm dia  £187.17 pair

SP/010* Small columns 596 x 203 x 203mm   £124.66 pair

SP/011* Large columns 902 x 304 x 304mm  £187.17 pair

SP/012* Rocker 800 x 304 x 406mm  £126.75 each

SP/013* Large wedge 800 x 508 x 406mm, 
 Small wedge 596 x 304 x 304mm  £190.29 pair

SP/014* Set of four bricks 304 x 203 x 152mm  £108.31 set

SP/015* Carpet 5500 x 1092 x 38mm  £427.46 each
 (Illustrated in Magic Carpet Set image)
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